FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MD HELICOPTERS SECURES $34 MILLION ARMY CONTRACT
Deal provides logistical support for the Afghanistan Air Force MD 530F aircraft fleet

Mesa, Ariz., December 3, 2020 – MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI) announces an agreement with the U.S. Army
worth about $34 million to provide logistics support for the Afghanistan Air Force MD 530F Cayuse Warrior light
attack and reconnaissance helicopter fleet. The deal is a continuation of MDHI’s contractor logistics support (CLS)
with the U.S. Army and Multi-National Aviation Special Project Office (MASPO) for the fleet.
Under the terms of the contract, MDHI will provide maintenance, repairs, updates, and overhauls of the aircraft in
Mesa, Arizona, and Kabul, Afghanistan. The estimated completion date for all work is May 31, 2021.
“This contract illustrates the Army’s and MASPO’s continued confidence in MD Helicopters’ ability to successfully
manage our CLS contract,” says Nick Nenadovic, Vice President of Aftermarket and Customer Support for MD
Helicopters, Inc. “We have delivered 60 aircraft to the Afghan Air Force and we maintain a vested interest in
ensuring the highest level of support to keep the entire fleet mission ready.”
The enhanced MD 530F Cayuse Warrior is a light armed attack helicopter revered for its power, safety, speed,
agility, and unparalleled confined area capabilities. The aircraft supports a wide range of training and operational
missions, providing safe, efficient multi-mission support with an increased performance profile.
About MD Helicopters, Inc.
MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI), is a leading rotorcraft manufacturer of American Made commercial, military, law
enforcement, and air-rescue helicopters. The MDHI family of rotorcraft is world renowned for its value, versatility, and
performance. Commercial offerings include the MD 500E, MD 530F, MD 520N, MD 600N, and twin-engine MD 902
Explorer. The MD 530F Cayuse Warrior and MD 530G Attack Helicopter comprise the company’s high-performance
military offerings. A key feature of the MD 902, MD 600N, and MD 520N is the innovative NOTAR® system for anti-torque
control with no tail rotor – exclusively by MDHI to provide safer, quieter performance and confined-area access capability.
For more information about MDHI, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn, or
visit www.mdhelicopters.com.
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